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Anna University Exams Nov / Dec 2017 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 3rd Semester BE/BTECH 

CS6302 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSYTEM 
              UNIT-1 
Regular Imp Questions 
1. With a neat diagram explain the structure of dbms? 
2. Explain 1NF, 2NF, 3NF, 4NF, 5NF and BCNF with suitable examples? 
3. What is functional dependency.List and discuss the six inference rule for functional dependency with 
suitable example? 
4. Explain three different groups of data models with example? 
5. With relevant example discuss various operations in relational algebra? 
Important  E-R diagram based questions 
8. Construct an E-R diagram for a Car insurance company or any Insurance company? 
9. Draw an E-R diagram for Employees (or) Banking (or) Hospital (or)Library etc  
10.Draw an E-R diagram for Restaurant management system  
Note: we can’t predicate the title or scenario of E-R diagram question better refer and practice all the 
diagrams Mentioned above . 
Unexpected Easy questions: 
11.Explain extended E-R model with examples. 
12.Explain the types of Mapping cardinalities 
13.What are the pitfalls in relational database design? 
14. Explain about the Purpose of Database management  system. 
15. Explain the codd‟s rules for relational database design? 
Unexpected tough questions: 
16.Consider the universal relation R={ A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I} and the set of functional  
dependencies  
F={(A,B)->{C],{A}->{D,E},{B}->{F},{F}->{G,H},{D}->[I,J}.what is the key for Decompose R into 2NF,the 3NF 
relation. 
17. Write about decomposition preservation algorithm for all FD‟s 
     UNIT-2 
Regular Imp Questions 

1.  Write short notes on the following:  
 Data Manipulation Language (DML), Data Definition Language (DDL)  
 Transaction Control Language (TCL),Data Control Language (DCL) 
2. Diagrammatically illustrate and discuss the steps involved in processing a query. 
3. Explain in detail about query  optimization & explain the cost estimation of query optimization? 
4. Explain about the Join order optimization and Heuristic optimization algorithms. 
5. Explain in detail about Embedded SQL 

Unexpected Easy questions: 
6.Explain in detail about static and dynamic SQL? 

 Expected SQL questions? 
7. Consider the following tables:  
Employee (Emp_no, Name, Emp_city)  
Company (Emp_no, Company_name, Salary)  
i. Write a SQL query to display Employee name and company name.  
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ii. Write a SQL query to display employee name, employee city ,company name and salary of all the 
employees whose salary >10000  
iii. Write a query to display all the employees working in “XYZ‟ company 
8. Make use of the  following relation  
Employee (employee_name, company_name,salary) Write for the following  
(i)find the total salary of each company 
(ii)find the employee name who is getting lowest salary  
(iii)Find the company name who is getting average lowest salary 
 (iv)find the employee name whose salary is highest than average salary of TCS. 
 
Note:The above two is just a sample you will get similar kind of SQL problems 
 
Unexpected Tough Questions: 
9.Briefly present a survey on Integrity and security? 
Ans: (Should refer text book or Internet) 
10.Explain with example what are the clauses of SQL? 
Ans: you have to explain and give SQL examples about  
         Select,From,Where,Groupby,Having clauses 
11.Since Indices may speed up query processing why might they not be kept on several search keys? 
Ans: (Should refer text book or Internet) 
12. Give briefly about Query evaluations cost & Selection operation  
Ans: (refer silberchatz book or internet) 
 
Note:The above are some unexpected tough we got already you may experience something new also 
should manage the question with the relevant answers close to that at the worst case don't leave blank. 
 

UNIT-3 
Regular Imp Questions 
1. Describe the concept of serializability with suitable example.  
2. How concurrency is performed? Explain the protocol that is used to maintain the concurrency concept. 
 
3. Describe about testing of Serializability with suitable example? 
 
4. Discuss on strict, two phase locking protocol and time stamp based protocol 
5.Explain in detail about Dead lock Mechanism? 
6.Explain in detail about two phase commit Protocol? 
Unexpected Easy questions: 
  7.Explain in detail about the Transaction concepts. 
  Ans:Refer my notes 
  8. What are different types of schedules are acceptable  for recoverability.  
  Ans:Refer text book or Internet 
  9.Discuss in detail about Transaction recovery, Media recovery,System Recovery 
              Ans:Refer text book or Internet 
 
Expected Twisted questions: 
9. Make use of the following two transactions 
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T1:read(A) 
Read(B) 
If A:=0 then B:=B+1 
Write(B) 
T2:read(B) 
Read(A) 
If B=0 then A:=A+1 
Write(A) 
Add lock and unlock instructions to transaction T1 and T2, So that they observe the two phase locking 
protocol. Can the execution of these transactions  result in deadlock. 
 
10.   Consider the following schedules. The actions are listed in the order they are scheduled, and   prefixed 
with    the transaction name. 
              S1 : T1:R(X), T2:R(X), T1:W(Y), T2:W(Y), T1:R(Y), T2:R(Y) 
              S2: T3:W(X), T1:R(X), T1:W(Y),T2:R(Z), T2:W(Z), T3:R(Z) 
              For each of the schedules, answer the following questions: 

(i.) What is the precedence graph for the schedule? 
(ii.) Is the schedule conflict-serializable? If so, what are all the conflict equivalent serial schedules? 
(iii.) Is the schedule view-serializable? If so, what are all the view equivalent serial schedules?   

 
Note:The above is the schedule based twisted question you may expect a question like this. 

                  UNIT-4 
Regular Imp Questions 
1. Explain Different RAID Levels & Teritary Storage? 
2. Explain in detail about B-tree and B+tree? 
3. Explain in detail about Distributed database? 
4. Explain in detail about data warehouse architecture? 
5. Explain in detail about Mobile and Web database? 
6. Explain in detail about Spatial and Multimedia database? 
7.  Describe static hashing and dynamic hashing. 

Unexpected Easy questions: 
8. Describe the different types of file organization? Explain using a sketch of each of them 
   with their advantages and disadvantages. 
9.Briefly write the overall process of Multidimensional and Parallel databases. 
10. What are the types of Knowledge discovered data mining? Explain with suitable example. 
11.Explain object oriented database? 
Note: Once they asked problem in object oriented database so prepare the notes I given at least to face the 
worst case 
Expected Twisted Questions? 
12. Construct a B+ tree with the following (order of 3) 
 5,3,4,9,7,15,14,21,22,23 
Note: You may expect a above problem as a twisted one 
      UNIT-5 
Regular Imp Questions 

1. Explain in detail about Association rule Mining? 
2. Explain clearly about Clustering and K-means clustering algorithm with example? 
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3. Explain in detail about Classification? 
4. Explain in detail about the Access control mechanisms and Cryptography methods to secure the 

Databases. 
5. Explain in detail about XML briefly? 

Unexpected Easy questions: 
6.Explain the steps involved in processing Data mining? 
7.Explain briefly about Information Retrieval? 

Expected Twisted Questions? 
8. Build  the DTD or XML schema for an XML representation of the following nested relational schema. 
Emp = (ename, children set  setof(children),skill set setoff(skills)) 
Children = (name,birthday) 
Birthday=(day,month,year) 
Skills= (type ,exam set setoff(exams) 
Exams= (year,city) 
9. Neatly write the K-means algorithms and show the intermediate results in clustering the below given 
points into Two clusters using K-means algorithm. 
    P1: (0,0), P2 : (1,10), P3 : (2,20), P4 : (1,15), P5 : (1000, 2000), 
    P6 : (1500,1500), P7 : (1000,1250) 
 
Note:you may expect problems related to datamining and some times you may need to write a XML coding 
 
Finally dear friends don't ever get into exam hall without preparing Regular Imp questios there are many 
chances to get failed so don't take risk. Clever people should prepare unexpected easy questions at least go 
with a basic idea or hint to attend those types of questions. But always keep in mind about the expected 
twisted questions practice all the one I mentioned above and also practice similar examples once your 
confidence is there only in preparing expected twisted questions 
          Leaders will always prepared and get ready to face worst cases , like twisted questions. 
 
   ALL THE BEST,GOD BLESS YOU DEARS 
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